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My principle aim in what follows is to consider the possible modalities by 

which a Mycenaean-Hittite diplomatic correspondence might have been carried 

out. Since the very notion of such a correspondence is controversial, I will begin 

by briefly reviewing what I take to be established facts or well-founded 

hypotheses about the issue and what I find more speculative or totally unfounded. 

I now regard as established that Ahhiyawa of the Hittite texts refers to a 

Mycenaean Greek kingdom not located in Asia Minor. Those who wish to wait 

for the proverbial “smoking gun” may do so, but the circumstantial evidence is 

now overwhelming. The alternative hypothesis of Hajnal (2003: 40-42) of 

Ahhiyawa as a small city state of Cilicia is not credible. Hittite references show 

that Ahhiyawa was a formidable power influential in far western Asia Minor. I 

leave to others the problem of determining just which Mycenaean kingdom (or 

kingdoms) should be identified with the Ahhiyawa of the Hittite texts. 

The author (in the sense of the sender of the message) of the cuneiform letter 

KUB 26.91 found in Hattuša was a king of Ahhiyawa: see the independent 

arguments of Gurney (2002: 135), citing already Kammenhuber (1981, pers. 

comm.), and of Starke cited by Latacz (2004: 243-4) and set forth in detail in this 
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volume. As per Starke, we may also be sure that this letter is not isolated, but 

forms part of an extended correspondence. 

KUB 26.91 is written in the standard Boğazköy ductus of the Neo-Hittite 

period: the tablet was thus inscribed by a scribe of Hattuša or trained in Hattuša. 

The Hittite chancellery did not typically make multiple copies of letters (see van 

den Hout 2002: 864 and also 872-3 for a notable exception). The extant tablet is 

thus a contemporary copy, either sent from elsewhere and received in Hattuša or 

written there based on a message sent in some other form. For arguments dating 

the letter more specifically to the reign of Hattušili II/III see Starke in this 

volume. 

After hearing the full argumentation, I now also find fully persuasive the 

analysis by Starke (already cited by Latacz 2004: 244) that æamakta in KUB 

26.91 Ro 9 is used in the sense of “betrothed” or “married” and refers to a 

previous (peran) dynastic marriage between Ahhiyawa and Aššuwa, a key to 

understanding the text as a whole. 

On the other hand, Starke’s claim that the sequence ka-ga-mu-na-aš-za-kán 

of KUB 26.91 Ro 8 is to be read as *kat(a)mun–as–za–kan with a Hittite 

accusative singular form of the name Kadmos, king of Thebes, is quite 

impossible. The absence of the determinative for a personal name (a single 

vertical stroke) is not a serious obstacle, and the following A-BA A-BA A-B[I] 

‘forefather’ in fact virtually demands that the form be a masculine personal name. 
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As per Starke, there are also parallels to justify the emendation of the sign GA to 

TA(!). However, as already pointed out by Katz (forthcoming) in his review of 

Latacz (2004), the analysis of an accusative singular *kat(a)mun plus enclitic 

subject -aš cannot be correct, since transitive verbs never occur with enclitic 

subject pronouns in Hittite (as shown by Garrett 1990, following Watkins). One 

therefore cannot accept an analysis that depends on an emendation that in turn 

produces an ungrammatical sequence.1 

It is important to stress that all evidence of the extant text of KUB 26.91 

argues that the author (i.e, the composer of the text) was a Hittite native speaker 

(whose language contained Luvianisms, expected in Neo-Hittite). Contrary to the 

claims of Starke (see in this volume), there are no non-native usages in the text 

available to us. The only features that even call for comment involve the treatment 

of clitics.2 

                                                 
1 In view of the mention of LUGAL KUR A-a[š-šu-wa] in the immediately 

preceding  Ro 7, it is also likely that Kagamuna (sic!) is the forefather of the King 

of Aššuwa, not of the King of Ahhiyawa. Restore then A-BA A-BA A-B[I–ŠU]. 

2 I must insist on the fundamental methodological point that alleged non-native 

features based on free restorations of the text have no probative value. It is totally 

illicit to restore line Ro 2 in a way that places the sequence ku-e-ša-an (kue–šan 

with sentential clitic -šan) in the middle of a clause and then argue that this 
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In Ro 5 we find the sentence [x]-ra-a-an-ni MU.KAM-ti–mu ŠEŠ–YA æa-at-

r[a-a-e/iš] “In [ ] year my brother wro[te] to me.” The position of the clitic -mu 

“to me” is in no way ungrammatical. As already seen by Sommer (1932: 271), it 

shows merely that the preceding phrase is a close syntagm and thus may count as 

a single accentual unit. One may compare [MU-ti] mēni–ma–šši INA 

ITU.12.KAM… “in the course of the year over the twelve months…” (KBo 

14.142 i 42, NH/NS). See Güterbock-Hoffner (1980-89: 233) for the restoration 

and the remark “The position of –ma–ši after mēni proves that witti mēni is a 

single accentual unit.” One may also compare clause-initial takšan šarran–ma 

cited below. 

Other assured examples of such “phrasal stress” do argue that this feature 

was limited to set phrases, not freely formed syntagms (see Melchert 1998). This 

already casts doubt on the restoration by Starke (in this volume) of the opening 

phrase as [ku]rānni MU.KAM-ti ‘in the year of separation’. This analysis must 

assume that an expected construction with adnominal genitive *kurānnaš witti has 

been replaced with so-called “partitive apposition”. This assumption is quite 

impossible, since all examples of “partitive apposition” in Hittite, as expected, 

                                                                                                                                     
reflects a non-native usage. Sound philology requires rather the assumption that 

kue–šan (if correctly read) is clause-initial, and that any restoration contradicting 

this is false. 
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involve a whole-part relationship: see e.g. the genuine example MU-ti mēni “in 

the course of the year” above. Since “separation” is patently not a whole of which 

“year” is a part, an apposition *kurānni MU.KAM-ti would never have occurred 

in Hittite.3 

The repetition of the enclitic reflexive particle in Ro 8 in nu–za 

kagamunaš–za–kan may be a simple scribal error.4 The -za-kán appears to be 

written over an erasure. The scribe, having begun the clause with nu–za, belatedly 

realized he had forgotten the sentential particle -kan, which should have appeared 

after the -za. He thus began again and added both clitics to the nominal subject (in 

                                                 
3 Nor could such an apposition have been modeled on Greek usage. Thus the 

alleged Greek source of the use of Hittite kuer- to refer to the cutting off of land 

(already without probative value, being based on a free restoration) disappears 

entirely. No certainty is possible, but the context strongly suggests that [x]rānni 

MU.KAM-ti means “last year, in the preceding year” (thus already Forrer 1932: 

57): “You, my brother, wrote me [last] year.” The Hittite for this expression is 

unknown. The use of parā in peran parā “previously” and parā æand(ant)ātar 

‘(divine) providence’ < *‘attending to in advance’ (with Puhvel 1991: 104-7) 

gives at least some basis for an adjective *parānni- ‘vorig, previous’. 

4 I do follow Starke in reading [n]u-za at the start of the line, following Goetze’s 

autograph, against Sommer. 
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itself also perfectly grammatical), but failed to go back and delete the original 

nu–za. For a similar error one may compare […] ŪL daææun [n]–at–za takšan 

šarran–za daææun takšan šarran–ma ANA m.dSIN-dU EGIR-pa peææun ‘I did not 

take [it all]. I took half of it for myself and I gave half back to Arma-Tarhunta.’ 

(KUB 21.17 ii 1-4). Here the scribe, having begun with “and it for myself”, then 

changed to a construction with contrastive clause-initial #takšan šarran…#takšan 

šarran–ma and accordingly added -za to the first instance, producing a mixed 

construction with redundant -za.  

In summary, then, we find in Hattuša a Hittite-language version of a letter 

from a king of Ahhiyawa to the Hittite king, responding to a letter sent to him by 

the latter, written in standard Boğazköy ductus and so far as the extant text is 

concerned in quite idiomatic Hittite of the Neo-Hittite period. How are we to 

imagine that this correspondence was carried out? 

The closest available model we have in trying to address this question is that 

of the Egyptian-Hittite correspondence (for which see globally Edel 1994). This 

exchange generally employed Akkadian, but there are some letters attested in 

Hittite (Edel 1994: 1.214-233 and 2.320-355). The ductus and language again 

match those of Hattuša. As per Edel (1994: 2.320), Hittite versions of letters sent 

to Egypt may be copies of drafts translated and sent in Akkadian. Hittite versions 

of letters from Egypt must have some other source and motivation.  
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One possibility is that the Egyptian pharaoh had Hattuša-trained scribe(s) in 

his employ and for special reasons in exceptional instances had letters to the 

Hittite king and queen composed and sent in Hittite. The “Arzawa” letters in 

Hittite exchanged between the pharaoh Amenophis III and Tarhuntaradu, king of 

Arzawa, show the presence of such scribes in Egypt. I would argue, however, that 

the situations here are quite different. The well established international use of 

Akkadian as an Ancient Near Eastern diplomatic language and the implication of 

accommodation by the pharaoh in a matter of national prestige make such a 

practice vis-à-vis the Hittite king very unlikely.5 I know of no evidence for 

reciprocal use of Egyptian by the Hittite king. If we assume with Starke (1981: 

22624 and 23043) that the letter VBoT 2 represents a letter from Tarhuntaradu to 

Amenophis III, then we know that the use of Hittite by the pharaoh in writing to 

the king of Arzawa was in response to a direct urgent request from the latter 

(VBoT 2:25). The pharaoh’s use of Hittite was thus a matter of practical 

necessity, surely due to the incapacity of Tarhuntaradu to correspond in 

Akkadian. In any case, the use of Hittite would have a demeaning, not 

                                                 
5 I see no reason to think that current sensibilities regarding language use between 

heads of state did not apply among rulers of the Late Bronze Age. We know that 

they were quite sensitive regarding other matters of relative rank and status.  
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complimentary effect for the king of Arzawa (his exchange with the pharaoh is 

not in Luvian).6 

I therefore find it more likely that letters received from Egypt in Akkadian as 

usual were translated by Hittite scribes for purposes of drafting replies. This 

hypothesis is consistent with the remark of Edel (1994: 2.320) that all such extant 

letters are closely tied in content with letters sent to Egypt. It is unlikely that 

outgoing letters on such affairs of state were drafted without careful review of the 

previous correspondence in both directions, which would have been kept together 

as a sort of dossier. The frequent backward references in the extant letters confirm 

such consultation. Hittite versions of incoming letters would have facilitated 

discussion of appropriate replies with the king, queen and advisors not fluent in 

Akkadian. 

                                                 
6 It is also important to note that VBoT 1, the letter from Egypt, does show 

evidence of having been written (i.e. composed) by a non-native speaker. Beside 

much correct usage it attests frequent second-position verbs, singular enclitic 

possessives with plural nouns, and the problematic words pippit and zinnuk. For 

the latter as Egyptian see Starke 1981. For his discussion of interference effects 

on the Hittite see Starke 1981: 223-224. It is striking that there are no clear 

instances of non-native usage in VBoT 2 putatively sent by Tarhuntaradu.  
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I believe that the element of concern for loss of prestige and maintenance of 

coequal status applies equally as well to exchanges between the Mycenaean and 

Hittite kings as it does to the Egyptian-Hittite correspondence. This factor makes 

unlikely the employment of Hattuša scribes by a Mycenaean king to compose and 

inscribe letters in Hittite to send to the Hittite king. Why would he make such an 

accommodation? If the Mycenaean ruler in question was not truly a co-equal in 

power with the Hittite king (as suggested by Trevor Bryce in this volume), his 

resulting insecurity about his international status would make such a concession 

even less likely.  

I find it equally implausible that any Hittite king would have made the 

accommodation of importing and employing Linear B scribes just for the purpose 

of reading or composing texts in Greek. The situation here is very different from 

that of Akkadian, for which the Hittite king had many reasons for employing 

scribes fluent in the language. In contrast to the situation vis-à-vis Egypt, there is 

also the question as to whether the Hittite kings ever had stable friendly relations 

with the kings of Ahhiyawa for a long enough period to have made elaborate 

provisions for intercommunication worthwhile. 

What other scenarios may we entertain? In preparing these remarks, I 

seriously considered the possibility that the actual messages were conveyed 

between the respective capitals orally by messengers, the written text being 
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dictated to scribes only after receipt, perhaps as per above only for use in 

preparing replies. However, the verb used in KUB 26.91 by the king of Ahhiyawa 

is æatrā(i)- (Ro 5 as discussed above and also Ro 11). This verb does not mean 

“to write” in the sense “to inscribe” in attested Hittite, but as Gary Beckman has 

reminded me, it does mean “to send a written communication (about)”.7 This is 

shown by among other things the Amarna letter VBoT 2, whose author insists that 

the addressee respond not merely with a messenger, but also via a written tablet: 

kūnn–a memian tuppiaz EGIR-pa æatrāi “also write back about this matter by 

means of a tablet” (lines 12-13). We must therefore conclude that the Mycenaean-

Hittite correspondence reflected in KUB 26.91 was written. 

I repeat, however, that all current evidence argues that KUB 26.91 is a Hittite 

translation. Where then was the translation made? One possibility is that messages 

were conveyed in writing to the respective frontier outposts of each kingdom in 

its own language and script (an accompanying oral version conveyed by 

messenger is not excluded). Messages were then conveyed to other side orally 

under conditions of mutual security, where they were written down in the other 

language and sent on to capital. This scenario implies employment at the frontier 

of trusted bilingual speakers. I view it as virtually certain that for military 

                                                 
7 For a summary of its usage see Puhvel (1991: 269-74), whose etymology 

implying that the verb did once mean “to incise” is plausible, but not assured. 
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purposes each side would have found it expedient, indeed indispensable, to 

employ such speakers in the frontier area of Western Asia Minor that was the 

point of both contact and frequent dispute. 

However, I also find attractive an alternative as suggested at this conference 

by Gary Beckman: that the written correspondence was carried between the 

respective capitals by pairs of messengers, one from each side.8 Each 

representative would have been either a trusted official of some standing or at 

least would have had tangible signs that he was sent by his ruler. The presence of 

one person from each side would have assured passage across the frontiers in each 

direction and in times of high tension or even hostility would also have provided a 

built-in hostage. The Amarna letter VBoT 2 again provides support for this 

model. The writer begins by complaining that the addressee’s messenger Kalbaya 

suggested a marriage alliance, but that this was not on the accompanying tablet. 

He then insists that if the addressee is sincere about the proposal, he should send 

back at once both his messenger Kalbaya and that of the writer, as well as confirm 

it in writing.  

While we cannot be sure that the practice described here reflects standard 

practice, it makes very good sense. Each side would have written the letters in its 

                                                 
8 I must stress that I indebted to Professor Beckman for the basic idea. I am solely 

responsible for the elaboration of it that follows. 
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own language and script in its own capital, under the respective kings’ oversight 

and with the full resources of each court. Translation took place at the receiving 

end, including preparation of a written version if it was desired for drafting replies 

or any other purpose. Regarding just what sort of controls were used for the oral 

translation of the received messages (to assure that they accurately reflected what 

was written) we can only speculate, and I forgo a rehearsal of these here.  
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